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A theoretical model for investigating the effect of the trapped energetic particles �EPs� on the
resistive wall mode �RWM� instability is proposed. The results demonstrate that the trapped EPs
have a dramatic stabilizing effect on the RWM because of resonant interaction between the mode
and the magnetic precession drift motion of the trapped EPs. The results also show that the effect
of the trapped EPs depends on the wall position. In addition, the stabilizing effect becomes stronger
when the plasma rotation is taken into account. For sufficiently fast plasma rotation, the trapped EPs
can lead to the complete stabilization of the RWM. Furthermore, the trapped EPs can induce a finite
real frequency of the RWM in the absence of plasma rotation. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3569854�

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major goals of the magnetic confinement de-
vices is to produce high-� �ratio of plasma to magnetic pres-
sures� plasma at steady state. However, the maximum
achievable � is often restricted by macroscopic magnetohy-
drodynamic �MHD� instabilities, such as the external kink
mode. The latter can be completely stabilized by a perfectly
conducting wall placed close enough to the plasma edge.
However, in reality, the wall with finite conductivity will
convert the fast-growing kink mode to the slowly growing
resistive wall mode �RWM� at the time scale of the wall eddy
current decay time. The RWM is unstable in the high � re-
gime �N

no-wall��N��N
ideal, where �N

no-wall and �N
ideal are the

so-called normalized � limits without and with an ideal wall,
respectively, where �N is defined as �N=��%�a�m�B�T� /
I�MA� with a, I, and B being a plasma minor radius, current,
and toroidal magnetic field, respectively.

Earlier theories1–4 have shown that the unstable RWM
can be fully suppressed by a combination of the plasma tor-
oidal rotation and an energy dissipation mechanism. The
critical plasma rotation needed for full stabilization of the
mode depends on the choice of the damping model.5 It has
been suggested that the critical plasma rotation frequency is
a few percent of the Alfven frequency at the q=2 rational
surface.2,4 A strong viscous term modeling the Landau damp-
ing �sound wave resonance� was introduced into the MHD
description,4 and possibly this term resulted in the critical
rotation frequency comparable to the value of experimental
observations.6–8

A damping model,9 including the kinetic contributions
resulting from resonance of the mode with the bounce mo-
tion of thermal particles, has also been suggested. It was
found that in some cases the predicted threshold value can be
comparable to the experimental values.7,10–12 Recently, a ki-
netic damping model, including resonance between the mode

with the magnetic precession drifts of the trapped thermal
particles, for the RWM instability was suggested.5,13,14 This
kinetic damping can lead to full stabilization of the RWM in
the plasmas with very slow rotation or even without one.
Ref. 15 found that the kinetic contribution of fusion born �
particles generally led to better stabilization compared with
the thermal particle kinetic contribution alone. Ref. 16 sug-
gested that the stabilization of the EPs on the RWM is
roughly proportional to the ratio of the trapped EPs beta to
the plasma pressure, but nearly independent on the plasma
rotation. Ref. 17 showed that a new instability with small
growth rate can be excited when the trapped EPs were taken
into account in the RWM dispersion relation. However, the
effect of the trapped EPs on the RWM has not been fully
resolved, and could be crucial for the future tokamak
devices.18

The present paper focuses on the stabilization of the
trapped EPs on the RWM instability. In Refs. 15 and 16, the
kinetic contribution from the mode-particle resonance to the
RWM dispersion relation was evaluated numerically. In con-
trast, this work presents the analytic formulation to express
the perturbed energies terms in the extended RWM disper-
sion relation. It should be pointed out that this work neglects
the finite orbit width �FOW� of the EPs. Normally the FOW
effect tends to reduce the stabilizing effect.14 Therefore, in
reality, we expect that the stabilizing effect on the RWM
might be weaker than this theory prediction.

The dispersion relation of the RWM taking the trapped
EPs into account are carried out in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the
numerical results of the dispersion relation are presented and
discussed in detail. Finally, Sec. IV is the conclusions and
discussion.

II. DISPERSION RELATION

The extended dispersion relation of the RWM with the
contribution of the trapped EPs, is obtained as5,19a�Electronic mail: haogz@swip.ac.cn.
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D � − i��w
� +

�W� + �WK0

�Wb + �WK0
= 0, �1�

where �=�r+ i	 is the eigenvalue of the RWM. �w
�

=
0�bd�1−a2m /b2m� /m is defined as the typical wall eddy
current decay time, with a, b, d, �, m, and 
0 being the
plasma minor radius, the wall minor radius, the wall thick-
ness, the wall conductivity, the poloidal mode number, and
the permeability of free space, respectively. �W� and �Wb

express the perturbed fluid energies without and with an
ideal wall, respectively, where the fluid energy includes the
contributions from both the plasma and vacuum. �WK0 de-
notes the perturbed energy induced by the trapped EPs,
which can be considered as the counterpart of the perturbed
fluid energy of the plasma. Here, �WK0 consists of the kinetic
component �Wk and fluid component �WMHD,h written as the
following formulations, respectively,

�Wk = − 29/2�3Rmh� Brdr� d�� dEE5/2KbJ̄�


Q

� − �0 − �d
J̄ , �2�

�WMHD,h = −� d3x��� · �Ph�����
� · �� , �3�

where the variables ��, �= �b ·��b, Ph�, and mh represent
the perpendicular plasma displacement, magnetic curvature,
perpendicular EPs pressure, and EP mass, respectively; r and
R are the radial variable and major radius of the torus, re-
spectively; B=B0�1−� cos �� denotes the equilibrium mag-
netic field to the lowest order in �=r /R, with � being the
poloidal angle; J= ��B /2−1��� ·� with �=
mh /Ek �

=v�

2 /2B and Ek=mhv2 /2�mhE are the magnetic moment
and the kinetic energy of EPs, respectively�; Q= ��
−�0��F /�E− ��F /�r� / �r�c� with F and �c being the distri-
bution function, cyclotron frequency of the trapped EPs, re-
spectively; Kb is defined as Kb=�−�b

�b �1−�B�−1/2d� /�

=2	2 / ���B0�K�kt� /�, with �b being the turning point of the

trapped EP. Here, we have used J̄ to denote the bounce-

average of J �J̄� is the complex conjugate of J̄�; �d has been
used to express the bounce-average toroidal drift precession
frequency of the trapped EPs, �d=K2Eq / �Kbr�cR�, with q
being the safety factor and K2=�−�b

�b �1−�B�−1/2cos �d� /�

=2	2 / ���B0��2E�kt�−K�kt�� /�, where K�kt� and E�kt� are
the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds,
respectively, with the argument kt= �1 /�B0+�−1� / �2�� �in
the following, E�kt��E and K�kt��K�. �B0 is defined as the
pitch angle of the trapped EPs. In addition, we have used �0

to denote the plasma rotation frequency �i.e., Doppler shift
frequency�, which is actually the toroidal component of the
EB flow in the plasma with E being the total electric field
in the tokamak devices. Hence, the direction of the �0 is
determined by the direction of E. From Eq. �2�, we can see
that the mode-particle resonance condition occurs at �r−�d

−�0=0, where the precession frequency �d depends on both
the EPs energy and the minor radius r.

We notice that analytic work has been made for the
double-kink mode �m=2, n=1�.20,21 However, the above
cited work investigated the destabilization of trapped EPs on
the double-kink mode with a special choice of the top-hat
structure for the mode eigenfunction. In this work, for sim-
plicity, we choose the external kink mode eigenfunction for a
cylindrical equilibrium19 to calculate the toroidal quantities
�WK0 and �WMHD,h. Following Ref. 19, the perpendicular
displacement of the instability is taken as ��=amr̂m−1�er

+ ie��ei�m�−n�� /F0 with n being the toroidal mode number,

F0= �m−nq�a / �Rq� and r̂=r /a. From these, the quantity J̄

can be obtained as J̄= �1−�B0 /2�ei�−n��K2mar̂m−1 / �2RF0Kb�.
Here, we consider the case m=2,n=1. The perpendicular
beta of the trapped EPs, averaged over the plasma volume, is
given as

�h = 
� d3x�Ph��/�B2/2
0��/V = c�� rdrd�dEKbEf ,

�4�

where c�=�Np
0mh / �RBa2� and Ph�=mh�d3vEF; f
=25/2R	EF /Np is the normalized distribution function of the
EPs with Np being the total number of the EPs. In the fol-
lowing analytical derivation, all of the energies are normal-
ized to �B2a4m2 / �2R
0F0

2�.
On the basis of Eqs. �2�–�4�, the contribution of the

trapped EPs to the RWM dispersion relation can be obtained
as

�WK0 = �Wk + �WMHD,h

= 12��1 −
�0B0

2
2�hR

Ka ��Â − B̂�
2

7
� ln�1 −

1

�


−
2

7
�Â +

5

2
B̂�
2� 1

5�
+

1

3�2 +
1

�3
−

1

�3

1
	�

ln�1 + 	�

1 − 	�
�� + M , �5�

where �� i��A /�ds+�r−�0,

Â =
1

q
�2m − 2��2E − K�

+ �1 −
1

q

�1 − 2kt�K

d

dkt
�E

K
 − �2E − K��

+
1

2
�2E − K� −

1

�0B0
�2E − K�

d

dkt
�E

K
 − 
 1

�0B0

E

K

+ kt −
1

2�0B0
−

1

2
� d

dkt
�2E − K� , �6�

B̂ = 
1 − 2kt

q
−

1

�0B0
�2

E

K
− 1�K

d

dkt
�E

K
 −

�2E − K�
q

,

�7�
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M = − �h
3�R

2Ka

1 − 2kt

2m − 3/2
q − 4�1 − 0.5�0B0�2

q
�


d

dkt
�2E − K� , �8�

where �=	 /�A, �r=�r /�ds, and �0=�0 /�ds denote the
normalized RWM growth rate, RWM real frequency and
plasma rotation frequency, respectively. We have used �A

=B0 / �R	
0�� to express the Alfven frequency with � being
the plasma mass density; �ds=K2�a�Emq / �Kb�a�a�cR� has
been used to denote the precession drift frequency of the
trapped EPs at the plasma edge with mhEm��Eb� being the
birth energy of the trapped EPs. The choice of different nor-
malizations for the mode growth rate and the mode fre-
quency is motivated by the convenience of physical interpre-
tation of the results. While the Alfven frequency is one of the
convenient choices for measuring the physical growth of the
mode, the normalization of �r and �0, by the EPs precession
frequency �at birth energy�, better reflects the resonant con-
ditions in our context. Furthermore, if q=1 and m=1 are

assumed, the formulas Â and B̂ can recover to those given in
Ref. 22 and M is equal to zero at the same time. In order to
obtain a simple expression of �WK0, we have assumed that
the argument kt are not functions of r and �, being approxi-
mately replaced by the edge value. This approximation, also
adopted in Ref. 22, seems to be reasonable. As a conse-

quence, Â and B̂ become constants and M becomes a con-
stant multiplied by �h. In addition, we also assume an aniso-
tropic slowing-down equilibrium distribution function F
=nt���0−��E−3/2 for the EPs induced by neutral beam injec-
tion. The corresponding f is written as f =n0���−�0�E−1

with n0=25/2Rnt /Np. In Eq. �5�, the imaginary part of the
kinetic contribution �WK0 �denoted by Im��WK0�� will sig-
nificantly affect the growth rate and real frequency of the
RWM.

The normalized forms of the fluid potential energy with-
out and with an ideal wall are given,19 respectively, as

�W� =
− 4�

m

�m − nq�2

q2 � 1

m − nq
− 1 �9�

and

�Wb =
− 4�

m

�m − nq�2

q2 � 1

m − nq
−

1

1 − b−2m , �10�

where b is normalized to the plasma minor radius a. Submit-
ting Eqs. �5�, �9�, and �10� into Eq. �1�, we can obtain the
normalized dispersion relation

D � − i��r + i��A/�ds��ds�w
� +

�W� + �WK0

�Wb + �WK0
= 0. �11�

When the effect of trapped EPs is taken into account, the
eigenvalue of the RWM should be modified according to Eq.
�11�. The numerical results are presented in the next section.
It is worthwhile to note that the inclusion of the eigenvalue
in �WK0 makes the eventual eigenvalue problem nonlinear,
allowing the existence of multiple roots for Eq. �11�. How-
ever, in this work, we only focus on the RWM branch, whose

growth rate traces back to the fluid case at vanishing kinetic
effect from the trapped EPs. In addition, it should be noted
that �WK0 is calculated for a large aspect ratio toroidal
plasma, while �W� and �Wb are evaluated for a cylindrical
plasma. Nevertheless, we expect that the toroidal corrections
to the fluid potential energies, and the cylindrical external
kink mode eigenfunction used for calculating �WK0, do not
alter the qualitative conclusions of this work.

In Eq. �11�, without kinetic effects, �W��0 and �Wb

�0 imply that the RWM is unstable without ideal wall and
stable with an ideal wall placed at b, respectively. In other
words, the opposite signs of �W� and �Wb indicate that the
plasma is in the regime of wall-stabilized ideal external kink
and unstable RWM. Moreover, �Wb�0 leads to a constraint
condition on the wall position b�bm��1 / �nq−m+1��1/2m in
this work, where bm is defined as the ideal-wall marginal
position. In addition, the expression of �Wb in Eq. �10�
shows that the value of �Wb decreases with increasing b, and
the value of �Wb recovers to that of �W� if we set b→�.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the following calculations, the parameters are chosen
as: m=2, n=1, a=1 m, R=3 m, B0=2.3 T, Eb=85 KeV,
q=1.42, �=0.055, �=106 �−1 m−1, d=0.01a, �0B0=0.98,
and the density n0=1020 m−3. The choice of the harmonic
numbers and the �flat� q value yields an RWM regime �i.e.,
�W��0 and �Wb�0�. The choice of the wall characteristics
gives typical RWM growth rates. The other parameters cor-
respond to a conventional tokamak plasma, with the neutral
beam induced energetic ions. For the parameters chosen
above, the following values can be obtained �ds=7.3
103 s−1, �A=1.7106 s−1, and bm=1.23. Here, for the
definition the Alfven frequency, we use the ion mass for
hydrogen ion instead of that for deuterium ion. However, this
definition would not change the qualitative conclusion in our
work.

Figure 1 plots the normalized growth rate � with varying
the wall position b for various values of �����h /�� in the

FIG. 1. The RWM growth rate � �normalized to �A� vs the wall minor
radius b for the different values of �����h /��. Here, bc is the wall position
at which the value of � achieves its maximum value. No plasma rotation is
assumed.
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absence of the plasma rotation �i.e., �0=0�. Here, the maxi-
mum of �� is in the order of a /R.22,23 Figure 1 indicates that
the value of � monotonically increases with position b for
the case without trapped EPs contribution �i.e., ��=0�. How-
ever, for the cases of ��=0.1, ��=0.2 and ��=0.3, the �
increases with increasing b initially, and then decreases
gradually after reaching a maximum at certain value bc

which is inversely proportional to ��. It also shows that the
stabilization of trapped EPs on the mode is strong when the
wall is placed in the region b�bc. In other words, the stabi-
lization becomes strong when the wall approaches the ideal-
wall marginal point bm�=1.23�. The reason for kinetic stabi-
lizing effect appearing near the ideal-wall marginal point, is
mainly due to the fact that the denominator in Eq. �11� is
easily modified by the kinetic contribution when �Wb ap-
proaches zero. The stabilization mechanism is due to the
energy dissipation resulting from the resonance between the
EP-induced finite mode frequency ��r−�0� and the EP’s
precession drift frequency ��d=�d /�ds�, that is satisfied for
EPs at particular radial locations and with particular energy.
It is worthy to point out that the condition either �d�1 �i.e.,
�d��ds� or �d�1 �i.e., �d��ds� is possible, due to the fact
that the true �d is dependent on the EPs energy and the
minor radius r while �ds is kept constant in this paper, as
mentioned in Sec. II.

Figure 2 plots the real frequency of the RWM �r as
functions of b for the cases of ��=0.0, ��=0.1, ��=0.2, and
��=0.3. As expected, Fig. 2 shows that for the case of ��

=0.0, the mode frequency �r is equal to zero for all b values.
This is due to that the RWM dispersion relation for the static
plasma with ��=0.0 is determined by D�−i��w

�

+�W� /�Wb=0 with neglecting the contributions from both
the plasma inertial term and the dissipation term.24 For the
static fluid RWM, the fluid potential energies both �W� and
�Wb are real numbers, which determine that the RWM just
has the growth rate �i.e., �= i	�. However, when the trapped
EPs effects are included, the RWM eigenvalue can be sig-

nificantly influenced the kinetic term �WK0 which can be a
complex quantity. As well known, Im��WK0� always miti-
gates the RWM growth rate.5 But, the real part Re��WK0� can
either stabilize the RWM or destabilize it, which depends on
the specific system parameters. In addition, the term
Im��WK0� can also induce the finite real frequency of the
RWM even in the ideal plasma without the plasma rotation.
Here, it is worthy to notice that the imaginary part of the
dispersion relation Eq. �11� can be written as

Im�D� � �r�ds�w
� −

��Wb − �W��Im��WK0�
���Wb + Re��WK0��2 + Im��WK0�2�

= 0. �12�

From the above formula, it can be clearly seen that the term
Im��WK0� results in the mode real frequency and �Re��WK0��
could significantly modify the real frequency magnitude
when �Re��WK0�� is comparable to �Wb. Generally, in the
framework of the MHD description theory, the real fre-
quency of the mode is induced by the plasma rotation or
some viscosities such as the parallel viscosity or the turbu-
lent viscosity.25

From Fig. 2, we also see that the �r is approximately
proportional to b for the cases of ��=0.1, ��=0.2, and ��

=0.3. In addition, it is shown the kinetic modification of the
trapped EPs on the mode real frequency becomes significant
near the ideal-wall marginal point bm. These computations
indicate that when the effects of the trapped EPs are taken
into account, the RWM possesses dramatic real frequency �r

near the bm in the absence of the plasma rotation and the
direction of the �r is the same with that of the precession
drift of trapped EPs. From Figs. 1 and 2, we can note that the
kinetic modification can significantly modify the RWM ei-
genvalue near the bm, but hardly give contributions to the
mode eigenvalue when the wall is placed near the plasma
edge.

Figure 3 displays the RWM growth rate � as functions
of the wall position b for different choices of the plasma
rotation �0, while the ��=0.2 is kept constant. Here, the

FIG. 2. The RWM frequency �r �normalized to �ds� as a function of the
wall minor radius b for the different values of ��, where �ds expresses the
precession drift frequency of the trapped EPs with the birth energy at the
plasma edge. No plasma rotation is assumed.

FIG. 3. The dependence of the RWM growth rate � on the wall minor radius
b for the different values of �0���0 /�ds�, where �0 denotes the plasma
rotation frequency �i.e., Doppler shift frequency�. The value of �� is taken
as 0.2.
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minus sign of �0 implies that the direction of the plasma
rotation is opposite to that of the trapped EPs precession drift
motion. In our case, the negative �0 leads to an enhanced
mode-particle resonance interaction, while the positive �0

should lead to a reduced resonance �i.e., a destabilization
compared to the zero rotation case�. We can see that the
achievable maximum of � along the wall position is in-
versely proportional to the value of ��0�. That is, the plasma
rotation can enhance stabilization of trapped EPs on the
RWM growth rate. It can also be confirmed by the fact that
the appearance of �0 can increase the value of Im��WK0�
which can result in the mitigation of the RWM growth rate
�see Fig. 7, for more details�. Hence, the stabilization of
trapped EPs on the mode growth rate depends on the plasma
rotation. On the other hand, the value of bc decreases with
increasing ��0�. For instance, the value of bc for the case of
�0=−0.7 is smaller than that corresponding to �0=−0.1 as
shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, Fig. 4 displays the curves of
�r versus b in the presence of plasma rotation. It is worthy to
note that at b�1, the mode possesses a finite real frequency
for the cases with finite plasma rotation and the value of �r

is slightly proportional to ��0�. It implies that the effect of �0

on the mode real frequency is “global” from the plasma edge
to the wall position.

In order to investigate the dependence of the bc on the
quantities �0 and �� in detail, Fig. 5 shows the bc diagram in
the ��−�0 plane. In Fig. 5, the solid, dashed and dot-dashed
curves correspond to bc=1.15, bc=1.18, and bc=1.2, respec-
tively. It clearly indicates that both the �� and the �0 can
reduce the value of bc.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the mode growth rate
� on the trapped EPs beta �� for different choices of the
plasma rotation �0 with the fixed wall position b=1.2. For
the parameters given above, we can obtain �w

� /�A=3.6103,
where �A=1 /�A. In addition, �Wb and �W� are equal to 0.22
and �0.76, respectively. For a specific choice of �0�=−0.7�
in Fig. 6, increasing the trapped EPs ��, the mode is initially
slightly destabilized at lower ��, followed by the significant
stabilization at higher ��. Furthermore, the comparison be-

tween the different curves shows that the stabilizing effect
becomes more substantial as the plasma rotation increases. It
is shown that for the case of �0=−0.7, the mode can be fully
suppressed �i.e., �=0� when �� is equal to about 0.21. There-
fore, the plasma finite rotation frequency is crucial for the
trapped EPs to fully stabilize the RWM. Here, �0=−0.7 is
equivalent to ��0� /�A=0.3%. This value of the plasma rota-
tion is possible to be sustained for the further advanced
tokamaks.12 Furthermore, if other stabilization mechanisms,
such as the strong stabilization of the trapped thermal par-
ticles and the typical continuum damping resulted from Al-
fven and sound waves, are considered at the same time, the
rotation frequency required for the RWM full suppression
can be slower or even approaches to zero. Similar to discus-
sions proposed in Ref. 5, we can expect that the trapped
energetic electrons can also reduce the RWM growth rate, if
the plasma rotation magnitude and its direction are chosen
appropriately.

Based on Eq. �11�, we obtain ��A�w
� = ��Wb−�W��

��Wb+Re��WK0�� / ���Wb+Re��WK0��2+Im��WK0�2�−1.

FIG. 4. The RWM real frequency �r as a function of the wall minor radius
b for the different values of �0. The trapped EPs beta is chosen as ��=0.2.
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FIG. 5. The bc diagram in the ��−�0 plane. The different styles of the
curves denote the different choices of bc.

FIG. 6. The RWM normalized growth rate � as functions of the EPs beta ��

for various values of the plasma rotation frequency �0. The wall position is
taken as b=1.2.
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From the above equation, it can be seen that when
�Im��WK0��� ��Wb+Re��WK0��, the � is inversely propor-
tional to the value of �Im��WK0��. On the other hand, if
�Im��WK0��� ��Wb+Re��WK0��, the effect of Re��WK0� on �
becomes significant.

Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show the values of Im��WK0� and
Re��WK0� as functions �� for the different choices of �0,
respectively. Figure 7�a� displays that the magnitude of
Im��WK0� is proportional to �� monotonically for a specific
choice of �0. It also shows that the value of �Im��WK0��
corresponding to �0=−0.7 is larger than that corresponding
to �0=−0.1 for a specific value of ��. Therefore, the inclu-
sion of �0 can enhance the value of �Im��WK0�� to lead to the
more mitigation of the RWM growth rate. Figure 7�b� shows
that the value of �Re��WK0�� is nearly monotonically propor-
tional to �� for a case with smaller �0. Otherwise, for the
case of �0=−0.7, the �Re��WK0�� increases with �� first, and
then decreases gradually after reaching a maximum. It means
that the dependence of �Re��WK0�� on �� is related to the
magnitude of the plasma rotation. When the plasma rotation
is fast, the dependence of �Re��WK0�� on �� is not monotonic
any more. It is worthy to notice that at lower ��, the condi-
tion �Im��WK0��� ��Wb+Re��WK0�� can be satisfied, and
then the � is mainly determined by Re��WK0�. Here, the
negative value of Re��WK0� can result in the destabilization
of the RWM by EPs at lower ��, as shown in Fig. 6. On the
other hand, at higher �� for the case of �0=−0.7, the relation
�Im��WK0��� ��Wb+Re��WK0�� can be assumed, then the �
mainly determined by the value of �Im��WK0�� is inversely
proportional to ��, as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 8 shows the curves of �r versus �� for the vari-
ous values of �0. For the cases of �0=0.0, �0=−0.1, and
�0=−0.3, the �r is roughly proportional to ��, which is
mainly due to that the value of �Re��WK0�� is much smaller
than the that of �Wb and the magnitude of the �r is princi-
pally determined by the value of �Im��WK0��. However, for
the case with fast plasma rotation �0=−0.7, �Re��WK0�� can
be comparable to �Wb�=0.22� when the �� is large enough as

shown in Fig. 7�b�. Then, �Re��WK0�� can significantly
modify the real frequency of the RWM. Therefore, the de-
pendence of �r on the �� is similar to that of �Re��WK0�� on
the �� for the case of �0=−0.7, as shown in Fig. 7�b�.

Figure 9 scans the kinetically modified RWM growth
rate � as a function of the plasma rotations for different
choices of ��. It is shown that the higher ��0� generally leads
to the more suppression of the trapped EPs on the RWM
growth rate for a specific choice of ��. That is, the stabiliza-
tion effect of the trapped EPs on the RWM can be enhanced
by fast plasma rotation frequency.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the RWM dispersion relation in terms
of perturbed energies to investigate the effect of the trapped
EPs on the RWM instability. The calculations show that the
trapped EPs have significant stabilization on the RWM in the
case of zero plasma rotation. For the case without plasma

FIG. 7. Imaginary part Im��WK0� and the real part Re��WK0� of the per-
turbed energy of the trapped EPs vs the trapped EPs beta �� for the different
choices of the plasma rotation frequency �0. The wall position is taken as
b=1.2.

FIG. 8. The normalized real frequency �r of the RWM as functions of the
EPs beta �� for various values of �0. The wall position is taken as b=1.2.

FIG. 9. The RWM growth rate � vs the plasma rotation frequency ��0� for
the different values of ��. The wall position is taken as b=1.2.
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rotation, the stabilization effect of trapped EPs on the RWM
comes from the resonance between the EP-induced finite
mode frequency with the EP’s precession drift frequency.
The stabilization is enhanced when the plasma rotation is
taken into account. A complete stabilization can be achieved
by the trapped EPs in the presence of the plasma rotation.
This is due to the fact that the plasma rotation can lead to an
enhanced mode-particle resonance interaction. In addition,
the effect of trapped EPs on the RWM eigenvalue becomes
weaker as the wall approaches to the plasma edge. The cal-
culations also demonstrate that the real part of the perturbed
energy of the trapped EPs �Re��WK0�� can significantly
modify the real frequency of the RWM when it is compa-
rable to �Wb. These conclusions are expected to be useful for
the further understanding of the stability of the RWM in
high-beta tokamak device and the interaction between the
trapped EPs with the global MHD instability, or even for
exploring the plasma response to the external electromag-
netic fields. A more sophisticated model including, for ex-
ample, the effects of the trapped thermal particles, the mag-
netic shear, and more realistic tokamak geometry, will be
required in future work

Finally, we compare our conclusions with that from pre-
vious numerical work.15,16 The agreement between our work
with Refs. 15 and 16 is that EPs are generally stabilizing.
The difference between our work with Ref. 16 is that we find
stabilization mostly through the term Im��WK0�, and it
strongly depends on the plasma rotation frequency. Refer-
ence 16 finds that the major effect from EPs comes from
Re��WK0�, and the stabilization effect is not sensitive to ro-
tation, due to the fact that the EP precession frequency is
much larger than the plasma rotation frequency, in the rota-
tion regime considered in Ref. 16. In our work, however, the
rotation frequency does start to match the EP precession fre-
quency and can give significant Im��WK0�.
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